Teaching Evaluations for Emily Dupree
Presented in total and without edits
Introduction to Marx, Winter 2020
The University of Chicago
“Rate your CA’s performance:”

“What were the special strong points of your course assistant?”
•

Emily has been the best course assistant I’ve had at this university. She cares deeply about students
and has clearly put in so much effort to make our course material understandable and enjoyable.
Often times I learn more from her office hours and discussion than from class.

•

Emily was excellent at facilitating discussion: she provided us each week with a handout of an
overview of that weeks’ material in a clear and concise manner and ensured each week that every
student participated equally. She did this such that we weren’t “called out” if we didn’t know things /
weren’t quite sure, but did so in a very constructive and helpful manner. She made discussion sections
enjoyable and fun as well as informative and useful and clearly planned each one thoroughly, holding
and pacing the discussion whilst allowing us to think through and discuss the material. I also found
her office hours extremely useful for any specific course-related questions – both in terms of content
and in writing/argument style.
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•

Emily was extremely thoughtful in all her answers to our questions. The answers were extremely
detailed and provided sections from the [text] that could guide us. Additionally, she made worksheets
that summarized the preceding lectures that were engaging for students. Overall, she seemed just as
excited by the material as students were.

•

Emily was very good at explaining complicated material in few words, and in a way that made Marx
accessible to everyone, regardless of academic background.

•

Thought Emily was excellent at keeping discussions moving, promoting engagement in said
discussions, clarifying points of confusion, and just evidently caring enough about the section to
inspire students to care similarly.

•

Great moderator of discussions, very good at keeping us focused and on point.

•

Emily was very careful about going methodically through the material. This meant that not much was
left out.

•

Our course assistant possessed an extremely strong understanding of the course material. During
every instance of confusion, they were able to quickly provide clear answers to my questions with
specific references to texts. Cultivated discussion was enjoyable and very helpful.

•

Very clear explanations, approachable, well-organizing every class.

•

To explain clearly.

•

She did a nice job at explaining the core concepts we were supposed to know. Engaging.

•

She prepared detailed handouts for discussion so we always know what’s going on. She’s also good at
asking questions that address the crucial points in the text.

•

Emily was great at steering discussion with well-developed questions so that we arrived at the text’s
conclusions, instead of just being told.

•

Summarizing and explaining the material lectured upon – which was sometimes very abstract – with
concrete examples really helped me to understand Marx’s points, especially regarding the surplus value
discussion in Capital.

•

Adequate knowledge about course materials and great capacity of explaining them.

•

Emily led clear and engaging discussions, focusing on main points of the texts, making the material
much more easy to understand.

•

Emily was great at going over readings and lectures and reiterating key points. She really helped us
understand the most important aspects of the readings.

•

Very helpful in ensuring we fully understood the material (handouts/required office hours were really
valuable). Clearly very passionate about the material. Wants us to succeed/learn/have a clear grasp of
the material.

•

Emily is really passionate about the subject material and I love her memes!

•

Making memes (just kidding). Giving out handouts for discussions so that the students can know
where the direction is heading.
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•

Openness to discuss and engage with student input and questions. Contextualizing philosophical
concepts in modern settings.

•

Very good at highlighting key points and focus of texts, especially related to the assignments. Very
good at directing class discussion while remaining focused on texts.

•

She had a strong grasp of the material which allowed her to respond to in-class questions with
citations of the text. She also brought in external material very effectively.

•

Was able to apply theoretical concepts from the class and show their relevance in events happening
today.

•

Emily was a lovely facilitator for discussion, and worked with the material closely, allowing for a
better understanding. Also very accessible.

“What could your course assistant have done better?”
•

I can’t think of anything.

•

I can quite honestly think of no ways in which our course assistant could have done better. They
possessed deep understanding of the course material, facilitated pleasant and useful discussion, and
were open and available. I was more than satisfactorily guided through the course by the course
assistant.

•

I have no suggestions. Emily was absolutely wonderful in every way. She is brilliant, thoughtful, and
so kind and helpful.

•

N/A, great job; really enjoyed the discussion sections.

•

N/A. She is an Ideal TA.

•

None.

•

No, great job overall!!

•

Emily could have left individual comments on the papers, though her overall paper guidelines were
very helpful.

•

I would have perhaps appreciated some specific feedback on the midterm paper, but this is likely to
be a larger course issue rather than anything specifically related to Emily’s teaching.

•

It would’ve been nice to receive comments or any kind of written feedback for the major assessments
of the course. It would’ve been helpful, as well, to have a more comprehensive understanding of the
course expectations as I felt unprepared for the midterm exam.

•

There’s rubric for evaluating our midterm take-home exams, but she didn’t grade them according to
rubric and didn’t provide specific explanation about why we lost points in the midterms. Just made
me feel confused and upset. It would be better if she could allow us to stay in her office for more than
15 minutes every week. 15-minute slot for office hours is toooo short. Third, please answer questions
in email given you refused to meet us in person.

•

Less emphasis and more understanding in how participation was graded and more feedback in how
exams were graded. After receiving the midterm, still unsure why I lost the points I did (same with her
participation grade).
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•

Could have had more office hours, however I did not feel constrained by her availabilities.

•

To be less prudent about meeting her for office hours. I don’t get why we should have a limit on how
many office hours we can go to. To be more clear about the grades she gives on exams.

•

She could be more confident at leading the discussion. Sometimes the discussion is a little superficial,
but I guess it’s the nature of the “introductory” course. I do think that it could go a little deeper into
the text though.

•

Seemed not to have an extremely deep understanding of Marx. This was fine, she was just supposed
to teach us core concepts (intro course).

•

Had more insight into very close analysis of text. (This is hard because Marx requires more historical
and economic knowledge, so perhaps course-specific.)

•

Have no real complaints. Think the one or two times we briefly convened as smaller groups to discuss
topics were not extremely useful, but that’s about it.

•

I think more interpersonal debate and discussion could have been had between the students, but
overall it was pretty good.

•

Discussion felt pretty stilted – she would ask questions with very defined answers so it wasn’t openended at all. It felt like a rote sort of memorization.

•

Perhaps it was the length of our discussion sections but she could’ve facilitated discussion better.
Connecting the comments that people made to one another.

•

I felt like we could have gotten through more material or had more time to discuss our own thoughts.
Mostly what we did was review.

•

I feel like there was more material covered in class than could be covered in an hour of discussion.
But that’s not on her, of course.

•

Somehow encouraged more person-to-person conversations in discussion rather than a primarily
instructor-led format.

•

Would have liked if the section allowed more discussion/debate about the material rather than just
reviewing the key aspects of what we discussed in class.
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Introduction to Political Philosophy, Spring 2018
The University of Chicago
“Rate your CA’s performance:”

“What were the special strong points of your course assistant?”
•

Emily is awesome. One of the best TA’s I’ve had at UChicago. She helped me develop good
arguments and was great at answering questions. I felt confident in a philosophy class which was
completely new to me. She made sure to balance giving context and pushing us to form our own
thoughts. I would 100% take a class with her.

•

Emily is truly the only reason I actually understood all of the material. This is my first philosophy class
and she made the experience so wonderful. She required one office hour visit – I hate office hours
usually, but I came to hers four times. She is approachable and so brilliant. She treated me as a person
– most TA’s see students as an obligation, but I felt like Emily actually invested in me as a person.

•

Emily did a really great job at facilitating discussion. She gave handouts at the beginning of class to
summarize the main points from reading/lecture. This allowed the section to have discussions, more
in depth and at a higher level since we didn’t waste time trying to summarize key points. Emily also
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did a great job of keeping the discussion elevated. She also did an excellent job of providing specific,
helpful feedback on our papers.
•

Emily is really great at organizing our discussions, asks thought-provoking questions, and helps
elucidate and structure material that can otherwise be difficult to understand.

•

Emily led the discussions very well and made them a productive conversation. She was also great at
helping build up an idea for your paper to make a strong and interesting argument.

•

Really smart and knowledgeable. Good handouts, organized.

•

Very organized, collected, and amiable.

•

She facilitates nice discussions and tries to explain things clearly. Very responsible.

•

Emily was phenomenal at answering our questions at an appropriate depth without scrounging for
topics we had not covered. For example, she connected Rawls and Shelby with Kant in an
illuminating – not pretentious – way that gave us a better philosophical background. She could always
meet up with us and gave us fair and orderly procedures in discussion for our papers. She was very
fair. Justice was obviously on her mind.

•

Very accessible. Office hours were very helpful for paper writing. Left excellent feedback on my
paper. Broke down arguments very clearly in hard to follow texts. Fostered a calm and unintimidating
discussion environment.

•

She was very involved and very diligent. She definitely cared deeply about the class.

•

Always willing to dedicate time out of class to meet with students. Really concerned with students’
understanding of the texts.

•

Good at letting students talk and guide the discussion. Knowledgeable of material!

•

Emily was great at striking a balance between facilitating discussion and a more lecture-like style when
we didn’t understand tough readings. She gave praise when appropriate and wasn’t afraid to challenge
a comment to help discussion. Additionally, Emily was not only knowledgeable about the material,
but I felt she genuinely cared about my performance. I had some extenuating circumstances and she
was incredibly kind and understanding.

•

She facilitates discussion with thought-provoking and significant questions. She is adaptive and open
to unpopular ideas.

•

She was excellent at summarizing and making the reading material more understandable. She also did
a great job incorporating other works of philosophy not mentioned by the lecturer in her answers to
questions that arose in discussion.

•

She was probably the best C.A. I’ve had. She was readily available to further explain things in office
hours and did a great job of fostering discussion in class.

•

Emily has been absolutely key to my performance in this class. This was my first philosophy class but
she made it feel accessible by teaching us how to structure arguments and how to reflect on them
philosophically. She is very good at leading discussion due to her knowledgeability and organization. It
is clear that Emily is a very intellectual person and she was able to transfer some of her understanding
and knowledge successfully.
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•

Emily did a very good job leading engaging discussions, even when the material was more challenging.
She would reference ideas from lecture and further elaborate on them, which was very helpful. Emily
was also very helpful and flexible with meeting times, which I appreciated a great deal.

•

Emily did a great job of helping us analyze difficult philosophical positions, especially when it came to
exploring nuanced counter-arguments – it made the material accessible and would elaborate upon
points made in lecture to give us a further understanding of material that the professor may have
glossed over / simplified.

•

Emily not only had an incredibly strong grip on the material, but presented the information in ways
that solidified tough concepts in my mind. Not only was she these things, but she was also incredibly
empathetic when needed but stern and fair when someone went too far. This ability for her to
balance, not being too much of a push over and not being blind to the needs of the students is a rare
quality that makes Emily exemplary.

•

She is very good at leading the discussion and making sure that everyone has a solid understanding of
the material. Great explanations especially for more confusing/challenging concepts.

•

She articulated the material very well if we were confused but also very much allowed us to voice/try
our own understandings and critiques. She was very encouraging and her feedback on papers was very
helpful and specific to my arguments – she really engaged with what I had written and pushed back
on it, etc. She was very excited about the material and clearly cared about our takes on it and was
excited when we had new or good ideas. This class and her teaching in this section definitely
contributed to my decision to become a philosophy major and to my love for the field!

•

She understood the course material incredibly well and was able to explain it incredibly well. I don’t
think I’ve ever had a TA so good at choosing which ideas to explain and so good at explaining those
ideas. Her set up of discussion was very good, and she was also so good at commenting on papers in a
helpful way. She had high expectations but was also very understanding in a way that was very
conducive to a productive learning environment.

“What could your course assistant have done better? Suggestions?”
•

None.

•

To be honest, I can’t really think of anything.

•

Honestly, can’t think of much, but perhaps it would have been useful to have guiding questions
before doing some of the more complex readings.

•

Not really anything!

•

Easier grading.

•

Be a little less strict.

•

Honestly, my only complaint is her harsh grading, but even with that she pushed me intellectually.

•

Please be more available outside class!

•

Sometimes the discussion lagged and we weren’t able to get through all the material. I wish we had
been able to go more in depth on certain things without going into the weeds.
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•

I understand her preference towards answering complex questions face to face, but sometimes longer
questions are answerable via email so an openness to more email dialogue would be good.

•

Sometimes discussion felt less like a discussion and more of an overview of material. We didn’t really
have that much interaction with the ideas of other students, but there are some difficulties in having
good discussion if not all students are prepared.

•

Go a little faster (?). Other than that no complaints.

•

N/A

•

N/A

•
•

More handouts! The ones she made were really helpful and I wish we had been given more.
She could be less rigid with her analysis of essays. It seemed to me like she was obsessed with an
essay’s explicit points, but not interested in “reading between the lines.”

•

She could perhaps have started section meetings with summaries to make it clear to us where the class
would be going.

•

The only improvement I can think of would be to hold more office hours since I could not attend
them, but her flexibility solved that problem so I have no complaints.

•

I am not sure, exactly – I felt she was a great help to me in working through the material.

•

Honestly, Emily’s discussion sections were great and I would have no suggestions for improvement.

•

Nothing!

•

Nothing.
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Introduction to Ethics, Winter 2018
The University of Chicago
“Rate your CA’s performance:”

“What were the special strong points of your course assistant?”
•

Emily is an incredible instructor and makes the material much easier to understand.

•

Emily is great at stepping back and breaking down nuanced topics to make them digestible. If there is
a particularly difficult concept, she will put it simply and not move on until everyone gets it.

•

Emily explains concepts exceptionally well; she’s able to break down the most difficult and
convoluted readings/concepts for us.

•

Emily was always very approachable and always willing to meet to discuss the course material. I am
not a philosophy major, so I really benefitted from her comments on how to read philosophy texts /
dissect arguments. She is able to speak to a room of students of different majors.
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•

Emily’s particular strengths were her diligence in preparing explanatory material for section, her
meticulous verbal clarity/precision, and the wealth of information she possessed re. further readings.

•

Emily Dupree was very personable and professional, she allowed for everyone’s thoughts to be heard,
and gave an in depth analysis on the readings, which helped for the examinations given out.

•

Emily was always very prepared and had very well structured and easy to follow handouts.

•

Provided helpful extra material (handouts). Very organized.

•

Emily gave very useful handouts and lead discussions in an engaging manner.

•

Emily’s written handouts were extremely thoughtful and helpful and she clearly explained the
material, and was consistently well-prepared and ensured we addressed everything.

•

Emily was very devoted to her class, providing additional material and planning her sections very well.

•

Emily did a really good job outlining what [the professor] said during lecture and making sure we had
a sound foundation of the texts before diving into difficult topics. Emily also made really useful
worksheets.

•

Emily was very organized, produced really helpful handouts, and was very good at answering our
questions. I appreciated her different exercises for teaching us how to think like a philosopher.

•

Emily knew the material well and how to respond to questions and left understandable feedback on
tests.

•

She explains material very clearly and addresses questions very clearly.

•

The special strong points of my course assistant were her ability to engage and explain the
incomprehensible points for us students through real world everyday examples.

•

Great ideas for running section: name cards and “popcorn” to facilitate inter-student discussions;
helpful handouts with outlines of the text’s argumentative structure. Clear explanations and interesting
supplementary evidence.

•

She exceptionally understood the course material and often answered objections before they were
raised. She also brought outside anecdotes and situations which really helped.

•

Lead discussions very well; did not simply repeat the lecturer, had additional arguments and
disagreements.

•

She was very good at making herself available to meet outside of class.

“What could your course assistant have done better? Suggestions?”
•

Nothing! Emily was great.

•

N/A

•

Emily was a great TA! We could probably have gotten through higher-level content and analysis if we
had put it on the agenda, but I think the emphasis on first understanding necessary foundations was
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justified.
•

Nothing.

•

Emily allows for a lot of open discussion, which can complicate competing ideas or leave me with
more questions – but that’s more inherent in philosophy than a critique of her. It would be good to
have a better sense of what’s right/correct in discussion rather than leaving it open.

•

Sometimes the discussion was not very active because, I think, the questions were not very openended.

•

N/A

•

I think Emily did a wonderful job as my CA and I really could not have asked for better.

•

I wish Emily spent more time going over the different, complex language in our texts just to make
sure everyone was on the same page before asking tough, clarificatory questions.

•

I would have appreciated more discussion of inconsistencies within and applications of the texts, but
that may simply have been beyond the scope of the course.

•

Maybe encouraged better discussion for the whole class.

•

I think our course assistant could have spent a bit more time asking at the beginning of the lesson
what the concerns or problems were and then work on those instead of focusing mainly on the points
already prepared.

•

On the occasions when discussion lagged, wasn’t perfect at picking it back up – a more clear,
explained procedure for that might help.

•

N/A

•

Emily sometimes struggled with leading effective discussion. We often wasted time repeating the same
point and were not able to discuss other important sections of the reading.

•

I suppose she could have been more conducive to class discussion in letting students develop their
own thoughts a bit more. This would entail a more amount of time on a topic.

•

Nothing I can really think of.

•

Go into more detail at certain times, more arguments.

•

Not really. Emily is a great CA.

•

She could have been more [illegible] at the material.
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Introduction to Political Philosophy, Winter 2015
The University of Chicago
“Rate your CA’s performance:”

“What were the special strong points of your course assistant?”
•

Emily is magnificent. I looked forward to going to discussion every week and was never let down. She
is engaging and insightful and asked thought-provoking questions without feeling like she is quizzing
us on the material.

•

Emily was top notch. She went to unusual lengths, in my experience, to structure and organize
sections. She facilitated discussion and participation well. In a philosophy discussion (especially one
that is disproportionately not philosophy majors) I thought this particularly impressive as even good
discussion tends to be dominated by a few students. Her feedback was also extensive, clear and quite
helpful.

•

Emily was wonderful in leading discussion and preparing me for writing the papers!

•

Emily was a fantastic CA. She was available outside of class to help us solidify and work through our
thoughts for the assignments, and did a great job of facilitating discussion. Emily’s discussion sections
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were a useful supplement to the weekly lectures.
•

Emily was an amazing CA. She was great at leading discussion as well as providing feedback and
answering student questions. She seemed genuinely interested in what she was doing and in wanting
to help people learn.

•

Emily was phenomenal. Best discussion section I’ve had.

•

Emily was amazing, one of the best TAs I’ve ever had – super lucid, critical, and genuine in
discussion.

•

The discussion was more productive in terms of expanding understanding than lectures. I loved [the
professor’s] lectures and they were very entertaining and interesting, but Emily’s discussion section
was the glue to the course for me.

•

Clear, engaged, no-bullshit, considerate too.

•

Emily was able to conduct discussion in a way that was informal but efficient and respectful, as well as
focused but comprehensive. A pleasant rarity.

•

I thought Emily handled the discussion section expertly – she both navigated and clarified the course
material and steered student contributions in a productive way. A+

•

Emily was really wonderful at getting us to critically engage with the theories.

•

Emily is a very helpful combination of knowledgeable and approachable that makes it easy to ask
questions and get useful answers.

•

Emily was extremely approachable and willing to meet. In meetings, she was very helpful with asking
the right questions about essay proposals so I could better understand the best order in which to
make my arguments.

•

Incredibly approachable and especially in office hours fantastic at talking through issues or questions
with the texts or providing background contextual theory.

•

Very helpful during office hours; gave insightful comments on papers and explained materials well.

•

The responses to written material was amazing and very helpful in providing more info on topics –
I’m talking mainly about the reflection on race – it wasn’t something I’d had to do before and the
feedback was amazing.

•

Meticulous and helpful and honest both in grading papers and in providing help during office hours
to understand the material.

•

For assignments for the weekly discussions, she always gave great and well thought out responses,
engaging the material even deeper.
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•

Very good comments on paper. Does good job of balancing interpretation of material with
explanation of material during section.

•

Knowledgeable on the topics discussed.

•

Emily is available outside class and always explains the philosophy terms.

•

She maintained focused discussion throughout discussion. She was knowledgeable and asked poignant
questions to move discussion along.

•

She was very available and helpful in office hours. I reached out to Emily several times for help on
papers and she was very responsive and helpful.

•
•

•

Emily was available outside of section to discuss course material and assignment questions; and was
very helpful in clarifying confusing parts of the text and encouraging deeper exploration of the
material.
Emily Dupree went above and beyond as a CA for this course. Her discussion sections were always
well-structured, mindful, and insightful.

“What could your course assistant have done better? Suggestions?”
•

N/A

•

She was great.

•

I wish I could think of some solid constructive criticism but I really cannot. Emily is truly excellent.

•

Nothing. Emily ran an awesome discussion section.

•

Keep up the good work!

•

Nothing, really. Maybe responded to emails a little faster.

•

Not much, but perhaps called on people more to more evenly distribute the discussion.

•

She could have been more specific with her written comments on papers.

•

Emily was fantastic, I have no suggestions! The course material was not very difficult to explain,
which is why I only said she did quite well for that section.

•

I appreciated the ideal/non-ideal structure of the syllabus, as well as the focus on race in the latter half
of the quarter.

•

Perhaps focus a little more directly on the material. While she did a great job, some times there were
tangential discussions.

•

I feel the essay comment is not precise thus not very helpful.
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•

More focused objectives / topics selected for discussion to make conversations more productive and
efficient.

•

Review things the professor did not get to talk about, and emphasize key points professor wants to
emphasize in discussions more to lectures.

•

Nothing comes to mind. She did a great job.

•

Nothing, probably the best CA I’ve had so far.

•

Overall I thought Emily was fantastic.

•

N/A

•

N/A
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